Quick Guide to Using the ICL (In-Class Lessons) for English in America and Burlington Career Pathways

*English in America* and *Burlington Career Pathways* courses are ideal for blended or hybrid learning. These courses offer parallel ICL and Student’s Zone lessons.

ICL lessons are projectable, teacher-led lessons that are easy to use for face-to-face instruction. The ICL lessons directly reflect the lessons students complete in the Student’s Zone. Student’s Zone lessons can be used for independent work in the lab or at home.

**English in America**

The ICL for *English in America* offers presentation activities, enrichment activities, games, and worksheets.

**How to access English in America ICL:**
1. Log in to the Student’s Zone using your Teacher’s Zone username and password.
2. Select an *English in America* course.
3. Click on a Module and choose a Situation.
4. Note the orange ICL bar across the top of the activity bar. Click any of the ICL tabs to access the corresponding projectable activities.

**Burlington Career Pathways**

The ICL for *Burlington Career Pathways* offers lessons which can be used in any sequence, allowing teachers to create their own customized curriculum.

**How to access Burlington Career Pathways ICL:**
1. Log in to the Student’s Zone using your Teacher’s Zone username and password.
2. Select a *Burlington Career Pathways* course.
3. Choose In-Class Lessons.
4. Click on the lesson you want to teach.

**Special Features:**
- Information buttons provide objectives for the Modules and lessons.
- ICL lessons parallel the Student’s Zone lessons.

Call toll free for support: 1(855) USA-BURL / 1(855) 872-2875 Email: Support@BurlingtonEnglish.us